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Preface

The clamor raised over the costs of aircraft

weapons systems, such as the B-i bomber , has force d

an even closer investigation of the procedures used

to develop the systems. One result of the investigations

was the establishment of the Deputate for Propulsion

as a separate organization for propulsion unit developm ent .
‘
~1

To support the organization the Deputy for Propulsion

charged personnel in his organization with the design

and implementation of’ a management information system .

Thi s thesis effort is aimed at aid ing the personnel

with development of’ the system as well as providing

some insight into the work processes of ASD organizations.

I gratefully express my thanks to Professor G.C.

Saul Young for his advice and assistance and to Professor

Edward J. Durtne for his help . I also express my thanks

to the personnel in the Deputate for Propulsion who

support ed this thesis effort , particularly Mr . Jeffrey

Hoover and Lt. Col. Paul Breen . Special thanks go to

my wife for her help and understanding .

Bruce E. Wallachy
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ABSTRACT

The primary obj ective of thi s thesis effort is t he

development of a plan for the design and impl ementation

of a managemen t information system (MIS) in the Deputate

for  Fropu l~~ion . To accompl i sh the task the MIS develop-

ment  ideas and concepts  pr esented by M IS  experts  in the

l i t  era t -ure sources are examined and app li ed  to the

o r~ an I ~a t ion and I t s work . Spec if Ic ac t. i on s and ageii t s

are then i d e n t i f i e d  fo r  the MI S deve lopment .  Since the

development  proce~~ f o r  the Doput ato  i~ in i t s  i n i t ia l

stages at the  t ime  of t h i s  thes i s  e f f o r t , special  a t t en t ion

is paid t o  i d e n ti f y i i ~~~a ct i o n ~ which i n i t i a l l y  he lp  ori ent

th e  dev e lopment  toward a ~u cce~ sful  system . ~~

vi



AN EXPLORATORY STUDY FOR DESIGN OF A

PROPULSION DEPUTATE MANA GEMENT INFORMATI ON SYSTEM

I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Int roduction

Management information systems (MISs) are of great

concern in the present-day world of business. The ever-

increasing complexities of the business world have forced

the use of information gathered from many sources in the

process of arriving at important decisions. The age has

passed where top management executives can run their

organizations by intuition . Even organizations which

have long been established as successful members of the

business world have realized the need to continually

expand the information and data they use in arriving at

the correct decision s at the appropriate time. The MISs

have provided organizations with the means of gathering

the data and extracting meaningful information .

The use of MISs has not been limited to the world of

business and industry alone. All types of organizations

have employed their uses, including the government and the

military . The use of MISs in the military has proven to be

vital in maintaining our country ’s military response to

potential and real threats. Particularly important in the

military case is the application of MISs to weapons systems

development and acquisition . By providing basic information

1
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about t ech ni  cal , f in anc  j u l  , and ch edul  e a t en iat  I yes ,

the ‘~1 Ss ha~ e prov I ded t h e  tn l i l t  ary dcc i s i oti— inak ers

with a t’ i t in bus i t e assess t h e  r I sk and ce st s ci’

ma i r weapons t ems

The app i i  cat ion of 1 Sc in t he i i i  t ary see t or I s

not l imit ed t e t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t and uc~ u i  c it ion of weapons

c t ems . l’hc uses ext end into a 1 most eve t.v coned vat’ 1 t~
area wher e  maiiu ~ en~cn t needs iii o nna t I on t c ope t’a t e •

[n t’ac t , t he c enumuid and con ro 1 Ti~ t work s ci’ mi ii t a ry

1 eade rs arc .~‘~oc~i exampl cc ot’ app i cat I Oti S ci’ 1 Sc. Yet

the devel  orm en t and ao~ u i st ion c t ’ weapon s cyst ems have

r r o v en to be so expensive that MI Sc have become on t icul 1y

m ro rt ant  in t h a t  a rca . W i t  hon t - MI Sc t h e  funds  autho ri :.ed

and :i ppropr at ed by C oti ’ess ¼’anno t be e t’t’ I ci exit 1 y and

e t cot  i ye v a r r  I t  ~d t 0 ma in  t a t  n out ’  OOt U i  t ry s secut’i t .y

and ca t ’c t v

Ct’~’:an I at  ens wit hi n t h e  A e ron au t  I ca~i Sy s t ems

D l v i  ci on ~, ASD~ at ~~ i~ h t — r a t t orson A i r  Fo rc e Base .  ~ hi  o •

have  been m t  ense l v  awure o t’ t h e  im p or t  atice 0 t ’ M I  S deve 1 —

o rtu en t and upda t i t i~~ . Ph e Depu t a t - c t ’o r Propti.1 ci on i one

of these organ I .utt I ot i s .  S ince  t h e  Depu t a t e  c oc t  ab i  i chmei i t

as a separa t e o rgan i oa t i on in :\ SD in I ‘)‘,‘c~ • ~‘~: eat emphus is

has been p l a c e d  on d e v e l o r i  n~”~ an J S that wi ll support  the

un title wor k accomp i shed by the  Pepu t a t  e . In ~enera 1 . t h e

t~eru t  a t e  has total matmgcmen t re spond bi l it  \ for  cos t

sch edit 1 e , an d per t’e rman cc o a 1 1 A I r Fo re e Sy st  ems (‘ tm” and

¼ A F SC ~‘:ac t u r b ine  ex u~ I t ic t’~~~r a t r c .  The o r:’~an i oa t  i on

•~~. 
‘i.’~~~ i’ - ’ S 
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manages and directs the life cycle acquisiti on activities

fo r AFSC gas turbine engines including appropriate engine

deploym ent e f for t s , in association with Air Force Logistics

Command (AFLC ) and the users.

The Nature of MIS

In i t i a l ly  it is helpful  to understand the general

rela t ionships  between MISs and other organizational

systems and the place of MIS in the organizat ion . In

Figure 1 these re la t ionships  are depic ted .  The MIS holds

a unique place in the organization which is separate

from but closely l inked to the management systems.

The MIS collects  data and organizes the data in order

to supply the management personnel , who control the

management systems, wi th information concerning the

organizat ion ’ s work and progress. The data received

by the MIS usually concerns internal processes , but external

data from the business world is also an important input .

Once the data is inputted , then the MIS operates on

the data transforming the fac ts  into something by which

management personnel can review the progress of the

organization . When the management personnel receive

the output of the MIS, they consider its content and

perform their  jobs based on the information . In many

cases , the actions involve internal controls and d i r ec t ions ,

but the personnel also interface with the external

environment . In their use or neglect of the products

of the MIS the management personnel provide feedback
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to the MIS. This feedback guides the MIS in future

transformations of data.

Together the MIS and management systems give the

management personnel the tools t~ control the organization

and insure their success in the business world. The

information presented by the MIS gives the management

personnel a good indication concerning the success of

management decis ions.  Often the MIS can give the manage-

ment personnel an indication of the possible effects

of their  actions before  the action s are implem ented.

Each system has its own methods of providing information,

and yet there are some common grounds between all the

MISs so that key decisions can be made about the devel-

opment of an MIS.

Within the f ie lds  of management and information

systems, experts have attempted to very explicitly

define the ~1IS. However , even with all the ~ttention

given to MIS, no single common definition has evolved .

The views of the experts have differed greatly . Some

define the MIS as an on-line computer system that provides

information only on request while others suggest that the

MIS is nothing more complicated than the notes that

an owner of a small business might carry in his hat

(Orlinky, 1969, p. 54). Such confusion about MIS seems

to stem from the experts’ attempts to be too specific

about the MIS. While one definition may apply well

to computer systems, other definitions may totally

5
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disregard them . This confusion over what MIS entails

forces this writer to provide a clear description of

the topic on which this study focuses.

For this study , MIS is defined as any organized

method of collecting data, extracting information , and

presenting the information to organizational personnel

(Forkner, 1973, p. 386). The methods which can be used

by the MIS are not restricted. Instead , any method ,

whether it be a sophisticated computer system or a

personally kept , manual system , is considered an MIS

as long as it provides management with information

about the organization and its work .

The three essential parts of the MIS are the input ,

the processing , and the output . The input data consists

primarily of data generated within the organization,

from management personnel themselves , and from external

sources outside the organization. Anything that has

a potential impact on the organization is a viable input

to the MIS. The MIS processing involves the methods

used to take the input data , organize it , analyze i t ,

and summarize it. In short , any method which extracts

from the data some knowledge which is valuable to the

organization can be considered an appropriate processing

method. The output of the MIS can be any method which

provides the processed information to the management

• personnel on a regular basis or at the time the management

desires the information . In many cases this output

I
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means a wr i t ten  r epo r t  that  is st ruc tu red  and format ted

according t o  the dcc i nec of managemen t persona t ’ I

The do tin it. I on o t’ MI S to be used in th i  study does

n o t  inc •ludc the persona I eon t ac  t s  and informal  ways

tha 1. tnan agexnen t pe ‘sot ix e 1 oh t a  in an 11 use 1 nforrna ti on

Wh lit ’ i i i  t h e  obj  cc t i  v e sense these contacts  and informal

way s may be eons i derei t  as part of the M I S , they cannot

be eas I I y de se n i bed or a pp l I ed as part of the lii IS for

t h e  who 1 o or~”:aTl i outi on. These contacts  depend stri et ly

on the  hid l v i  dual styles  of the managers themselves .

S i n , ’ e -this study is on outed to the  design of an M I S

fo r use by the w h o l e  organ i aat i  on , su ch personal and

i n t’ 0 rina 1 M [ Sc hav e  to he ignored . However , wh cxi the

dat -a or i n fo rma t ion  ~a t h e t ’ e d  through the personal contac ts

are incorpo rated or i npu t ted  i n t o  the  organ iza t ion ’ s

MIS , then t h e  produc I s  of the informal action s are

(5 on ci do red as pat’ t of the MIS.

S t a  temeit  t of Problem

The purpose ot ’ t h is  t hesi s  is to advance the  devel-

opment of an ~JS fo r  the  Deputate  for  Propulsion . Th is

purpose is ac ’oxnpi ished by a id ing  the  organ i oat ion  in

its i n i t i a l  e f f o r ts  to design and implemen t its own

M I S .  T h is  thesis descr ibes  the  procedures to use in

develop ing the  Ml S and i d e n t i f i es  the  c r i t i c a l  fac  t o n s

i n v o l V e d  in i ncu r  i ng its success t’ u I a s si m i l a t i o n  into

the work processes of the  organizat i on . The approach

that  i s  out - i m e d  here  i s s p e c i f i c a l l y  tai l ored to  m e e t i n g

7
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the i’equirements of the devel opuient and acqui siti on of

gas turbine engines in tltt ’ ASD envi ronment

Since the  Deputa  t o  i s  a x ’e I at i ve l y new o rganiza t ion

in  A SD , the cr i t i c a l  factors of the  M I S  involve def in ing

the basics of th e Deputate ‘ 5 work . This work d e f i n i t i o n

inc I tides d et ’ i n i n ~’: t h e  ob j e c t iv e s  of the rgar iLutt ion

i dent I t y  I ng the  ma ,~ or components • co’,’ i’d 1 nat  ing the in—

forxn a t. 1 on r ellu ir einen t s  o I ’ t he  o f f i ce s  wi th in  the i)eputate

and ectab 11 sh i ng or i t. e cia l o s  the  successfu l  dt ’ sign

and linp l  ementa I. 1 on of an 1\~ I S t a i l  o red t.o the  s p e c i f i c

n e etl 5 0 1 ’ the  Deputat e

It .  is not . the  pu rpo se  of t h i s  study t o  compi e tc  ly

de tal  I all the  elements wi thin  the  D e p u tat e  ‘ s M i S .

Tha t. is I s work of those personnc I who wi 1 1 be dcc i  gnu t e d

to t ake  the g u ide l i n es  developed from t h i s  study and

apply  them to  the  d e t a i l e d  work of d e v e l o p i n g  the  Deputate ’ s

~t I S . I~tst cad , thi s study i den t • i ~ i cc the a ppi’oach to use

in the dcv e I o pmen t. Which , it 1 s ho pod , wI 11 start. the

work off in the right direction .

The uidelines presented in this study provide the

framework of the MIS as it a p p l i e s  t o  the process of

gas turbine engine deve lopmen t and acqu i s i t i on . This

study i’ecogn l zec -that unless a person has been working

for many years in the field of weapons system s developm.’nt

and acquisition and in particular in the spec i t’i c area

of gas turbine engines, that person canno t. hope to

• know all the details and techniques to apply t o  the
t

8



work processes. However , this limitation does not preclude

the MIS development from benefiting from a study which

objectively reviews both MIS theory and describes the

most appropriate approach for the development of an MIS

for the organization.

Ob .~ec ti ~es

The primary objective of this exploratory study is the

development of a plan for the design and implementation

of an efficient and effective MIS for the Propulsion

Deputate. This plan outlines the initial steps to take

in some detail and describes critical parts and stages

of the development process. Not only does the plan

specify the initial efforts to take , but it also gives

the development process an overall franiework within

which to operate.

Secondary objectives of this study are the review

of MIS theory and application , and the gaining of insight

into the development and acquisition processes of Air

Force weapons systems. Also , this study provides an

understanding of the type of operational work performed

in the ASD organizations.

Scope and Limitations

In fashioning a plan for the development of the MIS

within the Deputate , this study concentrates on the major

and critical items. Limiting the study to these items

is both necessary and desirable. The time limitation s

9
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for full development of an MIS prohibit consideration

of all the factors and details involved in a fully

operational MIS. In addition , by identifying the major

and critical items , the personnel assigned to develop

the MIS detail and management personnel have more freedom

to design the detail to meet their own needs , individually

• adapting the MIS and incorporating it into their jobs.

The research material for this study is restricted

to that which was published since 1965 and is available

in the Dayton , Ohio , area . The information gathered

for -this study relies heavily on the documents and

reports concerning gas turbine engine development and

the interviews with organizational personnel concerning

their views about an MIS. Extensive work was accomplished

in coordinat ion with the Program Control directorate ,

since they are the personnel who have been designated

to support this effo rt .

Assumption s

A s with any study there are underlying assumptions

upon which the study rests. These assumptions do not

necessarily lim it the study or its usefulness , but they

do direct the prccess and play an important part in

the final product.

The major assumptions underlying this research

effort are: 1. There is some commonality in the acqui-

sition of different engines. This commonality applies

in varying degrees throughout the life cycle of the

10
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engines and provides the basic and reason for the Deputate ’s

MIS. Thi s assumption underlies the decision by the ASD

to creat e the Deputate f or Pro pul sion as a separat e

organization within ASD .

~
‘. Th e organiza t ional st ruc tu re  an d mis sion of th e

Deputat e will essent ia l ly remain as de scri bed in th i s

study . This inc ludes  the  separation of the  Depu l-at e

for Propulsion from the other ASD organizations and

the matr ix management s t ruc ture  used in the Deputa te .

3 . Th e inf ormation gain ed fr om personal contact s

and intervi ews with organizat ional personnel is suff i ci en t

to gain enough information about the objectives 01’ t l i t ’

organizati on .  A lso , the interviews and contacts identify

the major elements of the operation within the Deputate.

In th is  regard , the personnel must recogni:~e the i r  nee d

to be involved in the design of the MIS and clearly

descri be the i r  n eeds for management i n forma t ion  to

accomplish their jobs.

Plan of Presentation

Chapter II  present s the metho ds by whic h thi s

study was conducted . The chapter identifies the sources

of information and how the information was collected .

Some particular studies and reports which are of significant

importance are also identified .

Chapter I I I  describes the general approach of the

MIS developm ent process as found in current l i t e ra ture .

11



The chapter describes the phases which are generally

thought to be appropriate in developing an MIS.

Chapter IV describes the organization and its role

and mission in the process of weapons systems development

and acquisition . Both the general items and unique actions

of the Deputate are reviewed so that the design of the

MIS can support the organization . At the end of the

chapter the plan for the development of the Deputate ’s

~IS is specifically identified along with the rationale

for the particular steps to be taken .

Finally in chapter V , the study is summarized and

the plan for the design and impl ementation is briefly

outlined . A dd itional topics for further study and

investigation are also identified .

12
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II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

As previously defined , the objective of this study

is the development of a plan for the design and imple-

mentation of an efficient and effective MIS for the Deputate

for Propulsion . This study outlines the steps arid

procedures to use in developing the MIS. Since the MIS

development effort within the Deputate at the time of

this study was in its early stages, particular attention

and emphasis have been placed on outlining the actions

that can be taken at the outset of the development process

that can aid in securing the success of the Deputate’s MIS.

The study primarily concerns the information needs

of upper level management personnel . These upper level

management personnel consist of the Deputy for Propulsion ,

the functional directors , and the heads of the engine

program offices. The orientation of the study to the

needs of these upper level management personnel emphasizes

the purpose of reorganizing the Deputate as a separate

organization in ASD. Also , the upper level management

are those in the Deputate who benefit most from an MIS,

• for the program managers who work daily with the programs

tend not to need or use the outputs from such a system .

However, the program managers’ inputs are usually critical

to the success of the MIS to higher levels of management.

For those who are one or two steps away from the program

manager-contracter interaction , an MIS provides very

13
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useful arid needed information about the status and health

of the programs.

Data Collection

With the problem and objectives of this study stated ,

the next step is the description of the sources of infor-

mation and data used in the study . The general information

about MIS theory and the design processes were obtained

from library literature and government-sponsored reports

about MISs. The MIS information also included investigating

the nature of MISs and their roles within the management

framework. The information concerning the organization

and its work processes was gathered from two primary

sources: materials and reports generated from within the

Deputate and other ASD organizations, and the interviews

and personal contacts with upper level management personnel

and Program Control personnel in the Deputate. In all

cases, the emphasis was placed on gaining an understanding

of how the MIS theory and design processes can be most

effectively applied to the development and acquisition

of gas turbine engines.

Materials from the Deputate and other ASD Organizations.

When ASD reorganized to separate the Deputate for Propulsion

from other ASD organizations, both very specific and

quite general objectives were identified for the organi-

zation . Job descriptions for personnel were also written

and the organizational structure was established. All

of these actions , materials , and information support

14
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the purpose of erosstecding i n f or m a t i on and expel’ienet ’

across the en~’:ine pr ograms .  To cen t  in u e  in t h i s  t rend

set for the Depu t-ate , sped fic at  t e x i t i o n  i s  gi yen to

the ob ,~ ective c and ,I ob descript i ons.

In the period between the oct abli shmen t ol’ the

D eputa t  C until the t lin e of t h is  ct-tidy , a cy st- en for

pass lag i n f o r m a t i o n  w i t h i n  the Deputate was established

Th I cvc t em cons i c t s o V loosely t’o nnatted but very

(let ailed , period i c r ev i ews ot ’ each engine program as well

as in—depth rev I ews o V the f u n c t ion a l  di i’eo t- o ra t cc. These

revi ews are ded I cated to erocsfeed ing the experience and

information among the engine programc aiid the m~rnagement

personae.! in the Deputat. e . The info nilat ion gath ered

from those x’eviewc provided a great- amount ot’ help in

d e term in uig the proper approach fo i’ the organ i ~a t iona 1 ~ IS.

Other orgax’ii~ ut -ionc in ASD have also eXperienced

prob 1 ems wit-h the developm en t- of P~T S • Sitice these

organ i .-at ions have very cimi I ar ob ,~ect-ives and problem s

as the Pepu tla I.e , the in fe nrat i 011 ~ a Ui ered from these

0 rgan I :.a t- I oti s was hel pI’ul in di root lag thi c c ttt dy

In te rv iew s  and Personal C o n t a c t - c. The m a t e r i a l s

generated by the Deputate did net identify all the factors

tha t were sign it ’ lean t. in devei opi t ig  the Deputate ‘s MIS.

Therefore , late rv i ewc were conduc t ed with the management

personnel for whom the MT S was prim arily being devel oped .

The in  t erv i ews (‘entered on delia lag the work performed by

I
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each manager in his particular job position . The infor-

mation sources and needs of each manager were also

discussed , including special items or procedures which

were unique to their jobs. A formal interview question-

naire , which is presented in Appendix A , was used to

con duct the interviews and provi de some direction to

the interview process.

In addition to the interviews conducted within the

Deputat e , other interviews were conducted with personnel

in other ASD organizations. These personnel had know-

ledge or insights useful to the development of MIS or

to the work performed by the Deputate for Propulsion .

The list of personnel interviewed for this study is also

presented in Appendix A. The major purpose of the

interviews outside of the Deputate was the identification

of any work already completed concerning MIS developm ent

for ASD organizations and identification of studies

completed conc erning life cycle engine developm ent

costing methods. Of particular interest were computer

programs readily available for use by the Deputate.

The personal contacts mentioned here referred to the

discussions among personnel in the Program Control

directorate. The Program Control directorate has been

tasked with the job of developing and then controlling

the Deputate ’s MIS. These discussions were usually

informal but aided greatly in the completion of this study.

16



Literature. Much has been written about MISs and

information systems in general . This interest about

MISs has generated many articles and books describing

applications of MISs and describing procedures to be

used in developing MISs. From the literature , this

study identified the significant factors which can

contribute to the successful development of an MIS for

the Deputate. These factors provided the basis from

which the plan for the design and implementation of

the Deputate ’s MIS evolved.

The literature also included many articles about

the failures of MISs. MIS experts have analyzed the

reasons for the failures and have provided documentation

on factors , items, and actions to avoid in developing

an MIS. Although these articles are not specifically

important to the development of the MIS for the Deputate , 
S

they did provide valuable information concerning the

pitfalls that the development of the MIS should avoid.

The literature surveyed for this study was limited to

that published or written after 1965. The sources were

primarily the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT)

library and the Wright State University library. However,

some important reports and publications from the Defense

Documentation Center and the personal libraries of AFIT

professors were also used. Special attention was given

to a study of the critical factors of Air Force MISs

17
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completed by Colorado State Univers i ty  (CSU ) facul ty

members ( Carter , 1975). An API T thesis  completed by

Captain Jere Re tze r  (1977 ) which addressed some questions

raised by th e CSU study was also given special attention .

These reports concentrated on elements cr i t ical  to MISs

for  Ai r  Forc e o rganizat ions and were significant in

ident if ying the areas of emphasis needed fo r  th is  study .

Data Analysis

The analysis of th e problem to be addressed by

this  study ini t ia l ly  began with informal  meetings with

personnel in the Deputate. These initial contacts

established the reasons for this stu dy ,  showing th e

importance and value of a plan to aid the personnel

in developing their  own I ’ I S .

The next step consisted of conducting formal inter-

views with the management personnel in the Deputate in

order to gain an understanding of the work that is

accomplished and the overall performance of the organi-

zation . These interviews did not delve into the minute

• details of the personnel’s jobs , but instead tried to

ident i fy  common processes an d procedures performed by

these personnel. The specific details involved with

the jobs will be lef t  for investigation by those who

proceed into the actual detail work involved in developing

the Deputate ’s MIS.

With some knowledge of the work accomplished in

the Deputat e , the study proceeded to review the literature

18
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and articles written about -the procedures for developing

- 

- arid implementing MISs within organizations. With as many

di fferent  approaches as authors , this part of the analysis

consisted primarily of summarizing the developm ent

procedures and identifying the critical factors involved

in the development process.  During the literature review

the ideas and procedures were continually being reviewed

against the goal of outlining a plan for  MIS development

within -the Deputate. Emphasis was given to details

of MIS development which seemed to best apply to the

Deputate ’ s MIS.

The final result of the analysis was the plan for

the design and implementation of the MIS. This plan

was specifically detailed for the application to the

Deputate. The plan explicitly outlines the steps and

phases of the development to help insure the successful

development of the MIS. In particular , the plan emphasizes

steps to follow to begin the process.

Presentation

• The presentation of the remainder of this study

is broken into three major parts. In Chapter III the

MIS proce dures and the basis for the procedures are

described in detail from the literature research . The

critical components of the development process are

related to the work of the Deputate as well as to organi-

zations in general . The role that MISs play in the work

of organizations is also explained.

19 
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The second part of the study consists in detailing

the organization . The organizational structure , its

mission and the tasks it performs are detailed in

Chapter IV. At the end of the chapter the plan for

development of the MIS within the Deputat e is spelled

out . As stated earlier , this plan details steps to be

used by the personnel who are assigned the task of

developing the MIS.

Chapter V summarizes the work accomplished in

this study and the plan spelled out in Chapter IV.

Also the chapter suggests other areas which can support

additional study and work .

20 
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III. THEORY

Management Inf ormat ion System

The MIS, as referred to by its nam e , is a managerial

tool used by management personnel to aid in planning

actions , organizing work , directing work ers , and control-

ling the operations in an organization (Terry , 1977, p.34).

The MIS reduces the work of the managers by collecting

data, sorting out and summarizing per3 inent information ,

and displaying the results.  At the same t ime it gives

managers the abi l i ty  to manage larger areas of operation .

Because the purpose of the MIS is to aid the manage-

ment personnel of a particular organization , the MIS

must be tailored for  the data item s with which the

management personnel work . These data items may encompass

any or all of the basic resources: men , materials, markets ,

machines , money , and methods (Terry , 1977, p.56). The

desired end result of the MIS is the presentation of

all information that is needed by the management personnel

to accurately assess the operations of the organization

and make correct decision s about actions to be taken.

Backgroun d

The MIS evolved during the Industrial Revolution

out of the need to coordinate specialized tasks into

one total product/process. In the early stages , the

MIS consisted of very informal , unstructured methods

and notes , which the managers themselves maintained.

21
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A s the organizations arid the coordination work of the

managers grew , these personal sy s t e m s of informat ion

were qu ick l y outgrown . These personal MISs  became more

st ructured and or iented to the or g a n iz at i o n  rather  than

to the  managers.  Personnel other  than the  managers

were tasked w i t h  co l lec t i ng  data , using the MI S to process

the data , and d i sp l ay ing  the  i n f o r m a t i o n  needed by the

managers.  The s ize ot ’ the  MIS and the number  of personnel

requ i red  to opera te  i t  wore determined by the amoun t

of in format ion  requi rod and the number of management

personnel supported by i t .  Al so , the manual processi rig

work o 1~ the early MIS res t r ic ted  the  s i z e  of the M I S .

W i t h  the i nven t ion  of the  computer , the M IS received

a great boost . Now instead of the personnel l abor ious ly

processing the data , computers could he used . The

speed of the computer s  not only reduced the time required

for processing the data, hut also increased t h e amount

of data that  could he processed. The computer also

a l l o w e d  the MI S out puts  to be ori ente d for each manager ,

t a i lo r ing the MIS products according to the special or

unique needs and d e s ir e s  of the managers.

At th e t im e of th i s  study many in dustr ial  and

government organ i zations were benefiting substantially

from their MISs, particularly the computerized ones.

However , not all t h e sy stem s were successful . The pro cess

of develop ing an M IS is a d i f f i c u l t  task which must

1 execut od  with  care and p l anning.  The remainder of

~~~~~~~~~ , i~~~ --
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this chapter summarizes the important and theoretical

findings relevant to a successful MIS development effort.

Role

The role played by -the MIS in the management of the

organizations consists of reducing the uncertainties

involved with management decisions. The process of reducing

the uncertainties can be represented by the system depicted

in Figure 2. The information processing block represents

the MIS and its place in the managerial decision-making

process. Also emphasized in the figure is the separation

between the MIS and the decision . The MIS supports the

management personnel in their decision-making . It does not

usurp any authority from them . The feedback loop insures

that the MIS continually readjusts to the needs of manage-

ment . An MIS quickly loses its value if it does not respond

to the ever-changing environment and needs of managerial

personnel .

INFORMATI ON NEEDED

1, TO REDUC E
UNC ERTA INTY

INPuT : 
H 

I FORMATION 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ION 
A DECISION

UNCERTA INTY

Figure 2. Information Processing Model (Voich , 1975, p.6)
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While Figure 2 relates the position of the MIS

in management decision-making , Figure 3 depicts the

position of the MIS in the total organization . The

central position underscores the fact that the MIS

is involved in past, present , and future operations

of’ the organization . The past , present , and future

operations are more commonly referred to as managerial/

financial control , operational control , and planning .

Pre-operating

// Analysis ~~~
-- - 

-

I 
•
‘

MIS:
Reduction \

i/Uncertainty

Post-operating Operating

Analysis Analysis
~:•

/

N

Figure 3. MIS Role Within the Organization (Voich , 1975, p.11)

Because the MIS is involved in all phases of manage-

ment analysis, the MIS can also be used to predict

outcomes of alternate proposals of action . Then , the

management personnel can evaluate the effects of their

proposals before the final decisions are made .
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System s A pproach

The many different plans for development of an MIS

from the literature sources confirm that the process

closely parallels the management decision-making process

as shown in Figure 2. The goal of all these plans is

the establishment of the MIS in the organization . To

reach this  goal th e developers collect data , design

the MIS , and present the MIS output to the management

personnel . The management personnel ’ s reaction is then

fed back to the design stage to cause the MIS to be

modified. During this process , the input remain s open

so that new data can enter the system and cause changes

as well. The development process continues in this

manner until  the fee dback from management personnel and

their input do not make any changes to the MIS.

This approach to development requires repeated

interactions with th e organization ’ s operations personnel

as well as with management personnel . The data which

is used in -the development can only be gathered through

this involvment . Also , management ’s reaction to the

MIS can only be collected by allowing the developers

to closely interact with management personnel so that

specific comments and suggestions can be collected .

Although this approach to development seems straight

forward , there is one facet which is easily overlooked .
• By leaving the input open ended , the developm ent of the

MIS is never really completed. While the MIS may reach

25
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a stage of development which seems fairly stable, new

inputs can cause drastic changes. The developers have

to be aware of these possibilities and remain receptive

to new inputs. Through this awareness the MIS can keep

current with the requirements of the management personnel

in their support of the organization’s goals.

Practical Approach

At the beginning of the MIS development process ,

many visions of the final MIS are entertained. Often

these visions include a very complex , intricate system

where all the interactions between the different operations

of the organization are reflected in the MIS output .

While such a system is desirable , the developers of

the MIS have a difficult time designing it. Also , this

vision is based on the idea that the operations within

the organization are coordinated in one overall , consistent

pattern. This is rarely the case.

An approach that is more realistic for MIS develop-

ment separates the development work into manageable

sections much in the same way that management personnel

approach their jobs. These sections correspond to the

different types of actions and information with which

the management personnel work. The point of concern

with this approach rests in the development of the sections

so that they are in agreement with the overall objectives

(van Gigch , 1978, p.367-369). Development of the MIS

26
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in this manner is futher supported by data about successful

MIS developments. The most successful systems have

generally begun small and progressively developed from

that point (Hershman , 1968, p.86).

The involvement of management personnel in the

development work is another practical step to take.

The management personnel are not only to be the recipients

of the MIS products but they are also the individuals

who are most experienced in the operations of the organi-

zation . The development effort gains by drawing from

their experience and expertise . Development of the MIS

in small sections also encourages the management personnel

to become involved in the developm ent . When the sections

of the MIS are put into operation in support of the

management personnel , the personnel will often indicate

errors in the MIS and explain what the correct results

should be. Then , the developers can redesign the MIS

with management personnel’s comments in mind.

Desirable Characteristics of MIS

The MIS development process includes more than

just designing the details of the system . It also

includes developing the character of the MIS. This

character is manifested through the composite arrangement

of its characteristics. Since each MIS application

normally requires a slightly different character , an

understanding of the characteristics of MISs is part

of the task of developing an MIS.

27
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The use of the word “desirable ” is deliberate

when referring to characteristics of the MIS. The

“desirable” characteristics differ from the “necessary ’

or “ideal” characteristics. The MIS does not have any

“necessary” or “ideal” characteristics , because while

some of the characteristics might be appropriate for

one application , those same characteristics might not

be appropriate for another application . The “desirable”

characteristics refer to the -traits which are regarded

as most appropriate for the MIS when considered as a

group.

These desirable characteristics are extremely

difficult to assess and almost impossible to measure .

They relate to the indicators of quality , which are

subject to the judgements of those using the system .

Each person ’s experiences affect his judgement of these

characteristics. To provide some insight into the MIS

characteristics , a brief review of six MIS characteristics

is presented below.

Effectiveness, This is a composite or overall

characteristic. The MIS is considered effective when

the objectives are attained. Effectiveness is oriented

to the results sought rather than to those which are

not sought (Robinson , 1969, p.90).

To evaluate effectiveness a number of other character-

istics which are needed to achieve the objectives of the

MIS are evaluated. The degree to which other characteristics

28
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reach their appropriate levels indicates the overall

effectiveness of the MIS.

Efficiency. Efficiency is also related to the

results of the MIS. However, in this case efficiency

refers to the unsought results. If they are not important

to the work of the -management personnel, then the MIS

is said to be efficient . Efficiency indicates whether

any resources are wasted on unimportant results or

whether important results are ommitted.

Like effectiveness , efficiency is evaluated by

a number of other characteristics. “Efficiency and

effectiveness are in a sense the sum of all specific

characteristics which presents a balance of desirable

and undesirable consequences.” (Robinson , 1969, p.91)

Timeliness. To be evaluated as timely, the MIS

must produce outputs at the times that management personnel

need them or earlier . Lateness is fairly easy to determine ,

for late outputs delay actions from taking place or

cause personnel to make decisions without reference

to the current output . This lateness is measured in

terms of time units or operational cycles. The time-

liness of the MIS is particularly tested when there

is an unexpected , early requirement for the output .

Sufficiency. This characteristic concerns the

judgement of adequacy of the MIS and its products.

The measure of this characteristic involves the judgement

29
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of whether the MIS and its products satisfy the management

personnel ’s information need in the performance of

their jobs.

Two other characteristics , conciseness and complete-

ness , are related to sufficiency and indicate something

about the degree of suff ic iency.  Completeness concerns

the presentation of the MIS products so that all the

consequences and interactions between the information

elements are provided. Conciseness involves the presenta-

tion of important elements in as brief a form as possible.

Accuracy. Accuracy refers to the correctness and

precision of the information presented by the MIS. While

accuracy may seem to be easy to assess, it is not. The

degree of accuracy needed plays an important part in

determining performance. For example , the payment of

a creditor requires more accuracy than does the prediction

of costs.

Rel iability is another characteristic. It is

closely linked with accuracy. Reliability pertains

to the consistency of the accuracy which the MIS maintains.

Economy. This characteristic concerns the costs

of the MIS. These costs generally oppose the improvement

of the characteristics previously described. The character-

istic of economy imposes limiting constraints, forcing

trade-off s to be made between the characteristics which

are desired and the costs of increasing those chracteristics.
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Operational Design

Five phases are identified in this study for the

MIS development process. These phases are depicted

in Figure 4 . The names associated with the phases

are not intended to describe all actions to be taken .

Instead , the names were chosen to indicate the more

signif icant  actions performed within each phase.

While a development plan tends to indicate a start

and end to a process , the plan for MIS development

does not. Figure ~ emphasizes this fact again . There

is a continual review and reexamination of the ideas

and work accomplished throughout the development process.

Definit ion of System Object ives  (Phase 1) . While

the definition of system objectives is the most signif-

icant action at the beginning of the development , there

are some important steps that precede it. These steps

involve such things as recognition of a need for the

MIS and the appointment of personnel to develop it.

The first step toward the development consists

of the recognition that the MIS is needed.  Generally

th is  recognition is a spontaneous thing . It can develop

from ideas of personnel within the organization or from

exposure to benefits derived from the application of

an MIS in other organizations.

Two critical factors for successful Air Force systems

are the attitude and support of management personnel toward

the MIS (Retzer , 1978, p.84 & Carter , 1975, p. 24-30).
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DEFINITION OF

_________  
SYSTEM

OBJECTI VES

STUDY OF

PRESENT

ORGANIZATIONAL —

OPERATION

IMPLEMENTATION

1 OF THE MIS

CONTROL

AND

EVALUATION

Figure 4. System Methodology for  MIS Developm ent
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The possibility for success is directly related to the

attitude and support given by management personnel not

only at th is  phase of the development but throughout

the process. Generally a favorable attitude ‘to the

~ IS development accompanies the recognition of the need

for an MIS. However , the support , which involves an

active participation by management personnel , does not

- 

always correspond to the favorable at t i tude of the

management personnel .

The support of top management is vital for the

success of the development . Without top management ’ s

approval and comm itment to the MIS , resources can not

be applied to the developm ent process. Also , top manage-

ment ’s support keys other management personnel ’s support

by setting an example.

With -top management ’ s commitment to the MIS , the

next step consists of designating an individual as the

MIS Director.  This individual should be familiar  with

MIS theory and have some knowledge about the operations

wi-thin the organization . His appointment also involves

the conferral of authority and status which allows -the

Director to cross divisional boundaries within the

organization . This authority and status are necessary

if all parts of the organization are to be supported

and coordinated by the MIS.

The f i r s t  action that the MIS Director takes is

to identify and negotiate for individuals to serve on

-
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the MIS Staff . The Director is interested in securing

personnel who are both capable and dedicated , for the

use of this type of personnel is another critical factor

for successful development (Retzer , 1978, p.84-86).

The identification of personnel who also have experience

5n d knowledge of managerial and financial accounting

concepts, behavioral science , industrial engineering ,

computer programming, and quantitative concepts can

also benefit ‘the MIS development well (Voich , 1975, p.56-58).

If the Director cannot negotiate for  some particular

individuals on a ful l - t ime basis , the Director might be

able to secure the individuals as part- t ime augm entees

to the MIS Staff .

With the assembling of the MIS Staff completed , the

defini t ion of system objectives for  the MIS can begin .

The MIS Director and MIS Staff work together to ident ify

to what areas of the organization the MIS development will

be oriented and what the MIS developm ent expects to

accompl ish . Of course , these object ives reflect  the views

of the management personnel along with those of the MIS

Director and MIS Staff . Once the objectives have been

defined , the MIS Director sends a written list of the

objectives to top management for approval before the

development work continues.

Next , the Director and MIS Staff outline a master plan

for the development. The plan includes a schedule of events

and actions to be performed by the MIS Staff as well as
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actions to be performed by organizational personnel to

develop the MIS. The schedule of events is arranged so

• that there are minimal conflicts with the schedule of

normal operations in the organization .

Once the plan is developed , it is published and

distr ibuted to the personnel in the organization . Partic-

ular care is taken to insure that the personnel who are

tasked with some action s receive a copy of the plan . In

this way all personnel can review the schedule arid identify

conflicts as well as use the plan as a calendar to prepare

for  their  involvement in the developm ent process.

Study of the Present Organizational Operation (Phase 2 ).

After the object ives  of the developm ent have been identi-

f ied , the MIS Staff turns to the study of the operations of

the organization. The scope of the study is limited to

those areas which were identified in the objectives. The

object ives  also determine the amount of detail needed and

the personnel who will be contacted.

The study focuses on identifying the key information

elements which support the decisions made in that area of

operation . The MIS Staff critically evaluates the informa-

tion elements in terms of quality , quantity , cost an d t ime

(Voich , 1975, p . 3 3) .  Yet , whi le  they focus on what infor-

mation is currently being used , the MIS Staff is also alert

for any information items which are not being used but seem

to have some definite value.
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The methods that the MIS Staff uses in studying

the operations can include field study , case study, and

controlled experiments. Each method has its own advantages

and disadvantages. The MIS Staff determines what method

is most appropriate to use for each area under study

and with which they are most comfortable.

S The study of operations does not complete the work

accomplished in this phase. The MIS Staff also contacts

the management personnel to be affected by the MIS and

who work within the areas studied . Through interviews ,

informal discussions , or questionnaires the MIS Staff

determines what informatio\i these management personnel

use in their decision-makir~ processes. Since these

particular management personnel will use the MIS products ,

their needs provide the basis for the MIS. Of course ,

the management personnel have to accurately describe

their information needs and provide the MIS Staff with

indications about the value of the information . This

interaction between the MIS Staff and management personnel

should be free and open , as it is critical to a successful

MIS development.

Through the interactions with management personnel ,

the MIS Staff may help identify measures of effectiveness

for each manager. The measures have great value in providing

the managers with objective feedback about the work under

their control. Through these measures they can determine

if progress is being made and maintained.
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Criteria t” use in developing these measures are enumerated

later in this chapter.

Design of the MIS (Phase 3). This phase consists

of devel oping th€ MIS output formats, and the procedures

required to produce the output. The design also includes

reviewing input data to insure that the data items

necessary ts support the ~IS are present . In fact ,

one good way tn  design the  MIS is to accomplish the

design in reverse order to  normal MIS computer processing :

design the output  formats , develop the procedures , and

then review the input data.

The design starts with the MIS Staff outlining

the format for the MIS. The MIS Staff considers many

factors in the process of developing the formats. The

needs of management personnel , the amount of detail

required , and the key information elements identif ied

by the study of the organization and from management

personnel are all carefully weighed in the design of

the output . If the management personnel have indicated

some specific formats which suit them well , the MIS

Staff should give special attention to those formats

in their development of the MIS formats.

After the formats are preliminarily outlined by

the MIS Staff, they are presented to the management

personnel for whom they were designed . The management

• personnel then make improvements to the formats and

tailor the specific details to their jobs. A major
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revision of the formats is not desirable at this time ,

for in designing the MIS formats the MIS Staff also

considered common trends or needs of other management

personnel who are performing similar tasks.

In the next step all the details and procedures

used to take the input data and produce the output

are described . Since the MIS is meant to support the —

management personnel , the MIS Staff can benefit greatly

from using the same procedures the management personnel

use when they process the data. If computers are to

be used for the MIS , it is the MIS Staff’s responsi-

bility to either develop the computer programs them-

selves or engage a programmer to develop the programs

for them .

The final step in the design consists of reviewing

the input data which is currently being obtained .

The purpose of the review is to insure that all the

input data needed to support the MIS is available.

Where the data is not available the MIS Staff determines

how and where the data can be obtained .

Planning arid control of the design process through-

out the design phase has been determined as another

critical factor for successful Air Force systems (Retzer ,

1978, p.80—86). The design plan, which includes a

schedule for the MIS Staff , and the control exercised

over the design , help to keep the development process

on schedule and coordinated with the overall MIS development.
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Interest in the MIS is maintained by keeping the development

on schedule and short .

Implementation of the MIS (Phase 4). With the design

of th e MIS now com plet ed , the next phase involves putting

the system to work in the organization . There are two

important act ions wh ich are necessary for the implementation

of the MIS.

The fir st acti on is ac tua l ly  a series of steps

to hel p gain acceptance of th e M I S from managemen t

personnel who wil l  u se i t .  These act ions  are no t l imited

to this phase of the development. Actions taken throughout

the development proce~~ can help gain this acceptance.

Since acceptance is a personal feeling , the metho d

to use in gaining MIS acceptance is to buil d the manage-

ment personnel’s confi dence in the M IS an d to address

the changes that the MIS will have on the organization

and the personnel.  The perception s about the changes

is a sign i f i can t for ce behin d the resistance to the MIS.

Therefore , th e MIS Staff  shoul d address these areas

of change and clearly spell out what changes will actually

occur . These areas of change are the followings

1. Changes that are perceived to lower
status or prestige .

~~. Changes that cause fear.
3. Changes that affect  job content

and/or pay .
4. Changes that reduce author i ty  or

freedom of acting .
5. Changes that disrupt established

work routines.
6. Changes that rearrange formal and

informal group relationships.
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7. Changes that are found without
explanation or employee partici-
pation .

8. Changes that are resisted because
of mental and/or physical lethargy .

(Hodge , 1970, p .432—433)

Erroneous perceptions about changes which will be caused

by the MIS are eliminated through full documentation

of the work of the MIS Staff and distribution of the

docum entation throughout the organization . If management

personnel still resist the MIS because of the changes

that it will effect , they will be given advance notice

so that they can take appropriate steps to prepare for

the MIS.

The second action in this phase is incorporating

the MIS into the operations of the organization . There

are many methods to use to accomplish this action . Some

of the methods include the parallel approach , sequential

transition , pilot programs, and total , immediate conversion .

The important point in incorporation is that there exists

a general consensus among the management personnel about

what method ‘to use.

If the incorporation involves a Processing Staff ,

which is responsible for the handling of data and operating

the MIS, the MIS Staff has the obligation to explain

fully the work that the Processing Staff has to perform .

Operational tests with the Processing Staff are also

advisable so that errors in the MIS itself and in the

actions of the Processing Staff can be identified and

corrected.
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Another issue which is important is the timing of

the incorporation . The incorporation will always evoke

questions and problems , so the time most appropriate

for incorporation is during slack periods in the work

of the management personnel and the organization . The

timing for incorp~ration should allow management personnel

to become familiar with the MIS and start to use it in

their  work .

Control and Evaluation (Phase 5). This phase is

- - 
broken into two portions because of the nature of the

H work . The control portion corresponds to what some call

systems improvement (van Gigch , 1978, p.40). The control

actions consist of maintaining the MIS so that it supports

the objectives established for it in the first phase of

development . The evaluation portion corresponds to

systems design (van Gigch , 1978, p.11). The evaluation

actions question all facets of the MIS: its purpose ,

its objectives , its interface with the organization ,

and the methods it uses. Through this evaluation the

MIS is adjusted to meet the needs of the organization

as it interfaces with other organizations arid systems.

Both portions in this phase are necessary and vital

to insure the validity of the MIS and its products

(Voich , 1975, p.99).

The MIS Staff conducts the control actions. They

monitor the performance of the MIS and evaluate the

accomplishment and progress toward the objectives.
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When the performance indicates undesirable results or

trends the MIS Staff performs those actions which correct

the situation . The use of measures of effectiveness (MOEs)

to monitor and assess the performance reduces subject ive

evaluations and reduces the work of the MIS Staff .

The MOEs are indicators which assess the MIS perfor-

mance in objective terms. Through their objectivity

accurate assessments of performance are obtained without

any judgmental evaluations. While the MOEs are valuable ,

they are sometimes difficult to establish . The criteria

to use for developing the MOEs are the following :

1. The MOEs should be as few as possible , while

indicating the desired attributes.

2. The MOEs should be applicable to the present

as well as to the future operations.

3. The MOEs should permit comparisons with different

parts of the MIS and with its past.

U. The MOEs should promote the worth of the MIS

by keeping it on track towards its goals.

5. The MOEs should be computed as orderly as possible

from the data with a minimum amount of interfaces

that could be used to “game” the indicators

(Smith , 1973, p.81).

— To decrease the possibility of prejudice toward

the MIS , the evaluation action s can be accomplished

by personnel in different sections of the organization .

One ef fec t ive  way is to fo rm a small rotating team which
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is tasked with performing the evaluation . The personnel

serving as members of the team can be assigned on a

part-time or full-time basis depending on the size

of the T~IS and the time allotted for evaluation . The

rotat ion of the team members with other personnel in

the organization increase the value of the evaluation

by broadening exposure to the M IS (Robinson , 1969, p . 6 1 ) .

Each member brings a different view to the evaluation .

To maintain cont inui ty  in the evaluation , not

all the members of the team are replaced at each cycle .

A nucleus  of about one quarter of the members are

assigned to the team for  a second t ime.  These reassigned

personnel maintain continuity without  imposing too

many preestablished methods or norms .  However , because

they do not compose a ma jo r i t y  of the team , there is

less chance that their  views wil l  dominate the evaluation .

At the beginning of the new evaluation period ,

which is spelled out in the MIS development plan, the

team establishes its written charter identifying what

areas of the f~1IS will  be evaluated.  When the  evaluation

is completed , and just prior to the end of the time period ,

the team prepares a written report to the P.IS Staff

concerning the recommendations for changes to the current

system . These recommendation s are positive steps to

improve the overall goals of the organization as related

in the MIS. The recommendations are based on the supporting

evidence as documented by the team in their report .
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Once the I~-1IS Staff receives the team ’s report , they

respond to the recommendations . In some cases their

response involves evaluating the objec t ives  of the MIS

or redesign ing a section of the  1~IS.  The important

point is that the MIS Staff is obligated to respond

to the recommendations. In their response the MIS

Staff also evaluates the benefits and costs of the

changes that have to be made to accommodate the  recommen-

dations. These costs encompass the whole MIS and not

just  the  area which was evaluated.  When the benef i ts

exceed the costs the MIS Staff ins t i tu tes  the changes

according to an established schedule.

The final action accomplished by the MIS Staff

is to publish the recommendations of the evaluation

team verbatim and the MIS Staff’s response to the

recommendations. In this way all personnel are informed

of the changes and the work of the team is publicly

knowledged and answered.

- _~~~~~1. 
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IV .  DEPUTATE FOR PROPULSION

Basic to any process of development is a review

of the elements to which the process app lies. In th i s

case it is the organization itself. This section of

the study concentrates on the organizat ion and the

work processes used within  i t .  This section also

outl ines the plan that seems best to use for  the

development of an P - 1 S  for  the Deputate .

Background

Histor.~~ Prior to October 1976, ASD was organized

so that major  a i rcraf t  system s were developed and procured

through separate System s Program Of f i ces  ( SPOs) ,  of ten

called super SP~H. These super SPOs were responsible

for all the parts of the aircraft systems including

the propulsion un i t s .  Figure 5 indicates  the relation-

ships -that developed wi thin ASD to aid in the acquisition

of the propulsion units

The a i rcraf t  systems and the associated propulsion

uni ts  assigned to A SD continued to grow in number and

monetary value.  From a $500 mill ion total obligation

of funds for propulsion in 1971 , the 1978 total reached

the $1603 million figure . This total consisted of

$1300 million for procurement , $195 million for research

and development , and $102 million for the Component

Improvement Program (CIP). The rising costs of the
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propulsion units plus the magnitude of the obligations

precipitated many studies and reports on the processes

and metho ds of acquiring propulsion units. A major

study by Rand Corporation was accomplished in 1973,

and by 1976 six additional studies were completed.

The studies uncovered some serious f laws in the

Air Force acquisition of propulsion units. Some of

the more s ignificant  f laws were a lack of discipline

and a lack of consistent philosphy in the engine

development process. These problems occurred because

of the fragmented approach tak en in development and

procurement of the units. This independent approach

did not provide for the crossfee d of experience between

the SPOs, and the sam e mistakes continued to occur .

In effect , there was no corporat e memory conc erning

the propulsion units. Report PMR-AF-76-35-1 (February

1976) summarized the problem well .

The Air  Force organization for engine
management is f rac t ionalized .  Its
stature is not commensurate with the
importance of this  subsystem . Many
Air Forc e engine problems today are
management related problems.

In response to the flaws discovered by the stud ies ,

ASD reorganized and created a new organization under the

Deputy for Propulsion , Figure 6. The purpose of the

reorganization was to give one organization responsi-

bility for all ASD engine development.

In October 1976 the organization initially began

operation on a limited basis. By January 1978, with
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the transfer of the FlOl engine program , all gas turbine

engine programs wer e under the management of the Deputat e

for Propulsion.

Mission. Since the organization was established

because of problems in the acquisition of propulsion

units , the objec tives of the organization were outlined

to meet the problems. The following list contains the

objectives of the organization as they were identified .

I. Establish a single Air Force Program Office

with primary responsibility for engine ac quisition

including appropriat e deployment matters in association

with SPOs, AFLC , and users.

A. AFSC and AFLC elements included for direct

and continuous interaction throughout

engine life cycle.

B. Clear focus for int ernal Air Forc e engine

business and advocacy.

- C. Interface for industry , inter-service ,

and other agencies.

IT. Improve the effectiveness of engine acquisition

community through matrix management .

III. Provide a vehicle for unified , disciplined

business and technic~il management policies.

The primary advantage of the reorganization relates

to the congregation of engine development personnel in one

organization . The gathering of these people and their

work promotes the croosfeed of information and experience.

4o
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Common mistakes can be avoided and more accurate cost

and risk assessments can be made before resources are

committed. The one organization approach to engine

development also improves the interface between industries

and Air Force laboratories concerned with propulsion units.

Organization. Listed in the objectives of the

organization is the reference to matrix management.

This concept is displayed in Figure 7, which is the

organizational chart . The functional directorates ,

which provide the matrixing concept , are listed along

the left-hand side of -the chart while the various Engine

Program Offices are listed across the top. What this

chart indicates is that the directorates provide support

to all the engine offices and as such provide the major

avenue for the crossfeed of experience in the programs.

The directorates are further broken into work

specialties in Figure 8. More detailed descriptions

of the directorates ’ functions are presented in Appendix B.

The Joint Engine Program Offices (JEPOs) and the

Engine Program Offices (EPOs) coordinate the work performed

on the particular engines associated with their offices and

report the progress of the engine programs. The JEPOs ’

and EPOs’ jobs- originate when the New Engine Office

turns over engine responsibility to them , as the various

engine programs enter the full-scale development phase.

Their jobs are finished when they in turn hand over

responsibility to the In-Service JEPO. The In-Service
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JEPO assumes responsibility of the engine only when the

production lines are well established. The In-Service

JEPO monitors a number of these engine programs, evaluating

the production schedules , the costs , and the performance

of the engines.

The Pro duct Improvement Of f i ce  exi sts for  the

purpose of applying new ideas and technologies to the

existing engines in order to increase performance or

reduce life cycle costs. The office also develops

guidelines for meet ing new engine requirements.  These

goals are reached through the Componenet Improvement

Programs (CIP) and the Engine Model Derivative Program .~

(E ~v1DP) .

Management Problem s

Some unique problems result from the assignment

of all engine development responsibility to one organ i-

zation . The following problems , which are classified

according to the management personnel they affect , were

identified through personal interviews and assessments

of the tasks required of the management personnel .

Deputy for Propulsion. The first and immediate

problem the Deputy encounters concerns the compliance

with the deadlines imposed on the Engine Program Offices

by the systems programs. The Deputy must insure that

the EPOs and JEPOs provide the information and support

needed for the systems programs according to the systems

programs’ schedules. The Deputy continually reviews
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the progress of the programs and settles problems about

priorities among the program offices.

Another problem involves the personnel assignments

within the Deputate .  The Deputy monitors the workloa ds

imposed on his organization and is forced to continually

read jus t  personnel according to the pr ior i t ies  and needs

of the engin e programs. The d i f f i c u l t y  in th is  stems

from correctly assessing the workloads and then assign-

ing the personnel who can best resolve the situation .

Also , the Deputy is responsible f or scheduling replace-

ment s for fu ture  va cancie s and main ta in ing  personnel

proficiency through adequate training .

A thir d prob lem involves the appl icat ion of

experience gained fr om one engine to other programs.

Since the engine program s currently assigned to the

Deputate were designed with little commonality in mind,

there is a constant struggle to apply experi ence across

engine programs.

The discovery of commonal i t ies  in the engines

and engine program s is another s ign i f i can t  problem

to be addressed by the Deputy. Coupled closely with

th i s  is the determination of the ma jor cost drivers

of the engines so that emphasis is placed on those

commonalities which are importan t in terms of cost .

The long-term life of the organization rests on the

discovery and use of common elements.
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Because the engine programs are in many d i fferent

phases of develo pment , there ha s to be some mean s of

storing fac ts , ideas and techniques used in one program

so that th ey can be applied to other programs. The

solution to this problem rests in a well developed

informat ion system wi th in  the organization .

Directors. The greatest problem faced by the

direct ors is th e sche duling of personnel with in the

directorate to insure that suff ic ient ai d is given

-to the EPOs and JEPOs in meeting their deadlines.

The difficulty arises from insufficient knowledge

of program schedules and changes to those schedules.

Another problem involves the discovery of common-

a l i t ies  among the engine programs. Since the  directorate

personnel work with each engine program it is primarily

through thei r  insights that  commonal i t ies  among the

programs can be discovered. The personnel must con-

t inually  be alert for clues and then investigate possible

commonalities.

Th e direct ors also have the constant probl em of

keeping current wi th new ideas and techn iques which

are identified in their particular fields of work .

Where these ideas are appropriate for inclusion into

the organizat ion ’s work , it is incum bent on them to

explain the new ideas and techniques , to show the

benefits involved , and to incorporate the ideas or

techn iques into the organization .
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Hea ds of the EPO s and ~TEFQ.~ A constant pro blem

fac ed by the se indivi duals involves the support given

to two different channels of authority . The EPOs and

JEPOs are requir ed to me et th e deadl ines imposed on

them by the systems programs of which they are a part .

A lso , the EFOs and JEPOs are required to support the

Deputate ’ s deadl ines .  The total ly d i f f e r en t  schedules

and information requirements for ce the  hea ds of the

EPO s and JEPOs to constant ly  ad jus t  pr ior i t ies  and

resolve c o n f l i c t s .

Because the engin e program responsi bi l i ty  is

transferred to the EPOs and JEPOs at an im portant

stage of developm ent , the speed at which the personnel

become famil iar  wi th the program s can cr i t ica l ly  a f fec t

the success. It is a d i f f i c u l t  problem for  the personnel

to become quickly familiar with the programs, particularly

when a common approach to the  development has not been

discovered.

A requir ement im posed on all development program s

to consi der li fe cycle costs (LCC ) creates a ma jor problem

for the EPOs and JEPOs. The engine LCC models are not

well coordinated and defined. Therefore , consi deration

of LCC require s ext ensive work an d close coor d ination

with directorate personnel to identify the costs of

alternate choices.

Because of ôost overruns with previously developed

weapons system s , a great amount of emphasis has been
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placed on avoid ing  the  overruns.  To avoid the overrun s ,

the cos t s  must he ac curately ident i f ied at the start

of the program s and must be closely monitored throughout

the development l i f e  cyc le .  Because of design changes

and new requirements  which a l ter  the  original cost

framework , the EPOs and JEPOs have to cont inua l ly  reassess

the programs ’ developmen t to identify possible cost overruns.

Plan for ~- -~IS Develo pment

The plan ou t l ined  here is an MIS development plan

which has been obtained from the  l i te ra ture  sources

and ta i lored spec i f ica l ly  fo r  the Deputate fo r  Propulsion .

This  plan not only descr ibes  what act ions are needed

throu ghout the development process , but it also i den t i f i e s

F a c ti o n s  to he taken in the  i n i t i a l  stages of developm en t

to help insure a successful  system .

System Def in i t i on .  The I - I S  for  the Deputate is

de f ined  in accordance with two levels of management

and five bases of specialization .

Management Levels. The two management levels

for which the  MIS is  or iented consis t  of the Deputy for

Propulsion as one level , and the directors and heads

of the  EPOs and JEPOs as the other level. (Yn e way to

br i e f l y  un derstand th e d i f f e r en t  v i e w s  of the management

levels is the following . -

1. The Deputy reviews w h o l e  programs , comparing

progress between programs as well as comparing each

program ’ s progress w i th benchmark s and previous progress.
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With the functional direct orates , he reviews the metho ds

used with the programs.

2. The hea ds of the EPO s an d JEPOs review

the i r  program s by assessing the progress wi th in  each

funct ional  area . The current progress is compared with

benchmarks and previous progress.

3. The d i rectors  separately review the

func t iona l  work wi thin  each program according to the

areas of their  respons ib i l i ty .  The progress of one

program is compared with other similar programs.

Bases of Specialization. The bases of specializa-

t ion  referred to he re  correspond to the func t iona l  direc-

torates within the Deputate and the administration of

resourc es to support the Deputat e ’ s wo rk . These bases can

he classified into three general groups : business management,

technical management , and administrative management.

The business management group encompasses the direc-

torates of Program Control , Procurement and Manufacturing ,

and Logis t ics .  Business management consist s of performing

actions and making decisions using principles known from

the operations normally found in commercial enterprises.

The purpose of business management for  the Deputate

consists of controlling engine development within the

establish ed time and cost constraints.

The technical  management group encompasses the direc-

torate of Engineering and Testing. However , the directorate

of Logistics has some concern for technical management as well .
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Technical management involves controlling the performance of

the engines to meet established performance parameters.

Administrative management encompasses the decisions and

actions involving personnel and clerical resources through-

out the organization . Its purpose is to help management

adjust personnel accor ding to the changing work loads within

the organization. Administrative management also provides

personal information about the organization ’ s personnel

which helps management personnel address individuals ’ needs.

Operational Design. The following presentation details

a plan of actions to be taken in the development of an MIS

for the Deputate. The plan results from tailoring the ideas

and actions in the literature sources to the specific needs

of the Deputate. The plan is separated into five phasest

Definition of System Ob jectives , Study of Present Organiza-

tional Operation , Design of the MIS, Implementation of the

MIS , and Control and Evaluation .

Definition of System Objectives (Phase 1). The

first step in the development is the recognition that an

MIS is needed. This recognition is primarily important for

top management because it is by top management ’s approva l

that resources are committed . At the time of this study the

Deputy and much of the management personnel had already

recognized a need for an MIS. Their recognition was based

upon the benefi ts  of MIS use as shown in other ASD organiza-

tions and the increasing details of the engine programs.

1
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The next step in the  plan is the designation of

an ~‘IS Director who is solely responsible for the i~IS

development . The Di rector is appointed by the  Deputy

and is released from h i s  previous j ob .  Because of the

current  grades held by management personnel in the

organ iza t ion , i t  seems appropriate that the Director

have a rank at least equal that of a l ieutenant  colonel .

The Director ’ s ran k along wi th the status given the I\IIS

e f fo r t  by the  Deputy are importan t to insure th e development

work is not subordinated to the  di rectorates  or the Engine

Program O f f i c e s .  The Director ’ s job  transcends the normal

boundaries  wi thin  the  organizat ion .

Once the Director  ha s been appointed , it is left to

him to j u s t i f y  the  support required from the  organization

and negotiate for  MIS Staff members .  it is helpful  to

i d e n t i f y  MIS Staff members from personnel wi thin  the

organizat ion because of the i r  f ami l i a r i ty  with the work

of the organizat ion . Also , personnel from within the

organizat ion can be assembled more qu ick ly  than by

drawing personnel from outs ide  sources.

Together the PIS Director and the MIS Staff develop

a master  plan an d t imetab le  to use fo r  the deve lopment .

While this master plan identifies only the significant

events to take place for the next two or three years ,

the  detai l  is s u f f i c i e n t  to show what ac t-ion s are to be

performed by the MIS Staff and what actions are to be

perf’orm ed by organiza t iona l  personnel in developing the  y I S .
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The master  plan fi ts in the organization ’s operational

plan over the same perio d so that there is minimal

hinderance to the organization’ s work . Once the plan

is reviewed by top management and approval is given ,

the plan along with the t imetable of events can be

publish ed and dis t r ibuted within  the organization.

Since the more successful MIS developments have

started small and expanded from that base , it seems

best to fol low th i s  sam e route .  In keeping the ini t ial

development process small , it would appear best to

start with someth ing that is familiar  to the personnel

in the organization and to the MIS Staff . One area

in the Deputate in which to begin concerns development

of the MIS to support established requirements as

outl ined in Air Force Systems Command Pamphlet (AFSCP)

800-23. The pamphlet details the exact format for the

Secretary of the Air Force Program Review (SPR), the

Program Assessment Review (PAR) , and the Command Assessment

Review (CAR) . The minimal f l ex ib i l i ty  in the formats

dramatically reduces the ini t ial  work of deciding what

the MIS output product is to be. Also , since the

organization has already responded to these reviews ,

appropriate historical information is available.

For the Deputate the MIS can be developed to support

two types of reviews . The first typ’~ is limited in

scope to each engine program . It involves providing

formatted propulsion information to support the reviews
(4
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of the systems programs of which the engine programs

are a part . The second type of review involves supporting

the review of the Deputate itself. This review concen-

trates on how well th e crossfeed of information and

experience is working to improve the development of

engines.

A second area which the MIS development may

ini t ia lly addres~ is that of administrative management.

While the format of the output product is not as rigidly

established as for the reviews , the management personnel

usually have developed their own formats and charts

to aid them . However , the personal systems an d charts

are often more l imited in scope than the management

personnel would like. The personnel systems are gener-

ally restricted to di splaying only the most significant

data. Yet information such as the office assignments

and telephone numbers of personnel , retiremen t dates ,

an d Permanent Change of Station orders can h elp management

personnel mak e adjustment s to meet the organization ’ s

requirements.

The two areas just discussed for the initial devel—

opment of the MIS seem ideal for com puter application .

By using the computer for the reviews , the workloa d of F

the personnel immediately before the reviews is greatly

reduced. Also , the computer gives the opportunity for

quick responses concerning the reviews. When questions

are asked concerning the programs , th e answers can be
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more easily and quickly  obtained from the com puter , which

can keep the information shown in the reviews updated .

The computer aids administrative management by keeping

track of more data and informat ion  than current ly  is

possible with the personal system s of the  management

personnel.

The ASD computer center has a couple of programs

already designed which could be used for two types of

appl ica t ions.  The work that  needs to be accomplished

is the application of the computer programs to the areas

descri bed h ere .  Th e Eagle program , which is specifically

designed for  cost ca lcu la t ions , is f l ex ib le  enough to

be applied to the in fo rmat ion  involved in the reviews .

The Venus program is spec i f ica l ly  designed fo r  use in

the administrat ive management area .

The areas in i t ia l ly  iden t i f i ed f or MIS devel opment

were selected so that the organizat ional personnel and

the MIS Staff can generally feel confi dent concerning

the MIS development . By s tart ing small and with parts

f ami l i a r  to all , the develo pment of th e areas can proceed

quickly and results are noticed in short order . When

the management personnel begin to use the  MIS products ,

it is ho ped that  they will begin to sens e the valu e of

the MIS for these applicati ons as well as for  oth er

applications. Their use of the system also tends to

breed interest and involvement when they sense the future

worth of the system to them .
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After the MIS is developed for the reviews and

administrat ive managemen t , another area which seems

appropriate for  development pertains to the composite

schedule of organizational actions. The goal of this

development is a composite sche dule ori ented to the

needs of the Deputy , the directors , and the heads of

the EPOs and JEPOs. The schedule can indicat e specific

deadlines to be met , how many personnel in each section

are nee ded , and th e time at which personnel must begin

work . The MIS can also indicate whether the schedule

is feasible by calculating the number of personnel

needed at any on e t ime .  The Netplot  program available

through the ASD com puter center can provi de some assis-

tance to this area of the MIS.

The area of engineering is another very important

area for MIS development. The organization was established

for the purpose of provi ding crossfeed of informati on

among the engine programs. The technological cross-

feed is the key issue in this  approach , for  the solution

of the technical problem s with engineering actually

drives the other elements of cost and schedule. At the

time of this study the individual engineers assigned to

the programs were given the primary responsibility of

keeping the technological  crossfeed work ing . Informal

discussions among engineers an d perio dic reviews of

problems were being used to disseminate this crossfeed.

An MIS which briefly summarizes the performance problems

1
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and engineering changes can improve the crossfeed of

experience outside of the ‘directorate of Engineering

an d Testing . Th e MIS increases the crossfeed not partic-

ularly by performing any engineering work but by exposing

more personnel to the engineering changes being- made and

the af f ec t s  that the engineering solutions will  have on

performance , schedule , and cost . Wh en everyone sees the

technical  in format ion  across all the  engines , they may

more quick ly  identi fy problems an d solutions in their

own areas of responsibility.

Study of Present Organiz ationa l Operati on (P hase 
~J.

This phase of the pl an should be completed f a i r ly  qu ick ly ,

particularly for the initial areas to be addressed for MIS

development . The preestablished formats for  the MIS output

and the limited d imension s of these areas contribute t o the

quick completion of this phase. The selection of MIS Staff

mem bers from personnel fami l ia r  with the area s being

addressed also speeds the completion of the study . However ,

fami l ia r i ty  only reduc es the time needed , it does not

substitute for the study .

By interviewing and working with the management

personnel during the study of the organization , the MIS

Staff i den t i f i e s  what is desired by the management personn el

and discusses with them those items which are not appro-

priate for MIS application . Through this interaction

and discussion it is hoped that the management personnel

will become interested and involved in the MIS development.
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The study also helps management because it forces them

to review the procedures they use and identify key items

and decisions that they make . While the output format

for some MIS applications allow little flexibility,

such as with the SPR , PAR , and CAR formats , the MIS Staff

must insure that procedures to arrive at the output for

each section are clearly understood. An open and continuing

dialogue between the MIS Staff and management personnel is

necessary at this stage of MIS development .

In the study of the organizational operation , the

identification of measures of effectiveness for the manage-

ment actions can be important . Often personnel do not

wi sh to indicate any such measures for fear of having

their performance open for inspection or for fear that

such indicators coul d be used against them . However ,

with top management ’ s assurance that such indicators are

to reflect on the program s rather than on the personnel ,

the managers can identif y indicators for their own

personal use. The indicators give management personnel

ob jective feedback about the program s ’ progress.

Design of the MIS (Phase 3) . The design approach

which seems most appropriate to use starts the design in

reverse order. First , the MIS output format is described.

Then the processing methods are developed to support the

output . Finally, the required input data is obtained .

In describing the MIS out put , the MIS Staff f irst

develops a preliminary outline which reflects both the
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desires of the management personnel and , hopeful ly , some

commonality among the  d i f fe ren t  engine programs. For the

SPR , PAR , and CAR formats , the out put is well establ ished

and ther e is much commonality because of the structure of

the output . However , there  may be addit ional  items desired

by management personnel which can be at tached to the o u t p u t .

For other not so well documented output format s , it is

incumbent on the MIS Staff to design an output which they

feel f i t s  the s i tuat ion .

The design of the MIS output consists of the Mi S Staff

balancing two opposing approaches: an output which displays

only common in format ion , and an output which is tailored

only to the needs of each manager . The MIS Staff can hope-

ful ly  marry the two approaches into one acceptable style

which satisfies both approaches. The MIS Staff is aided

in th is  problem by studies which have iden t i f i ed some of

the major cost drivers for the engine programs. Although

more work is needed in this area , the studies can be used

so that only tho se elements of the engin e program s which

are major cost drivers are forced upon the MIS output .

For those areas where the more significant elements have

not been previously i dent i f ied the MI S Staff and the manage-

ment personnel decide upon what elements they want to show

as common in all the outputs.

With the preliminary P15 output described , the  MIS

Staff again coordinates with management personnel to

determine any improvements to he ma de an d to f ina l iz e
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I
the format before the design work proceeds. Then , the MIS

Staff turns to the work of structuring the procedures for

the MIS to use in producing the final format . The MIS

Staff relies heavily on the information processing methods

normally used by the management personnel.

Once the MIS Staff has developed the processing

proce dures for the MIS , they review the inputs to determine

if all the data that is needed is currently available. In

most cases, the input data being collected greatly exceeds

the MIS requirements. The review identifies the signifi-

cant data inputs and indicates which are insignificant.

Then , future data acquisi t ions can concentrat e on obtaining

significant data only , avoi ding the costs of acquiring

insignificant data.

The design effort benefits from the positive involvement

of management personnel. However , it suffers  from constant ,

negative criticism . Therefore , the MIS Staff removes the

design effort from the negative reactions. The removal

allows the MIS Staff some freedom to test new ideas. If

necessary the MIS Staff may still interface with management

personnel to collect additional data , but the MIS Staff

does not allow the evaluation of the design at this stage.

If the MIS Staff decides to approach the design of

the MIS with new ideas they have to be aware that the

success of the MIS depends on how well they can satisfy

the needs of the management with the new design and how

well they can convince them to use the MIS. The use of a
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new approach often delays the acceptance of the MIS products

because the lack of understanding causes a lack of confi-

dence with what is produced. Therefore , it seems best to

develop the MIS using familiar procedures first and later

investigate the use of new proce dures.

Implementat ion of the M IS (Phase J4 ) . This phase

concerns two actions : gaining th e acceptance of the PIS

and incorporating the  MIS into the organizat ion ’s operations.

Throughout the discussion of MIS devt-lopment, the

involvement of the MIS’s fu ture  users , the man agement

personnel , has been suggested. In this study this involve-

ment means the posit ive part icipation of management in the

on-going work being done on the MIS , not just the partici-

pation in the interviews or during th e stu dy phase of the

development . One of the purposes of th i s  involvement is to

expose the MIS to the management personnel so that they

understand it more fu l ly . By gaining understanding it is

hoped that management increase their confidence in the MIS

products and c omm it themselv es to use them .

Another method to build confidence with the MIS was

also suggested. By selecting those areas to which the MIS

can be quickly applied and put into operat ion , the time

between the start of the development and the recognition

of benefit is greatly reduced. In this way management can

see the actual operation of the MIS and begin to see benef i t s

to be gained from its use in other areas. The length of

time between the start of the development and the use of

6o
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the results seems to be inversely related to the amount

of interest and confi dence in th e results.

Whi le  gaining the  confidence of the management

personnel is one of the issues in gaining MIS acceptance ,

the  personnel’ s acceptance is also predicated on the i r

F perceptions concerning the organizat ional changes to be

caused by the MIS. Perceptions that the personnel are

lo sing their  posit ion s within th e organization becau se of

the MIS tends to make them re ject the MIS.  To counteract

these percept ion s the MIS Staff can kee p open the channels

of communicat ion with the  managers a f fec ted  by the M I S .

By doing th is  the managers can f re ely express thei r  fears

without  threat of reprisals .  Also , thorough documentat ion

of the progress of M IS develo pment in sur es that there are

no surprises concerning the MIS when implementation is

at tempted . Personnel who cont inue  to fear  changes caused

by the MIS can keep track of i ts  progress an d can make

their own adjustments accordingly.

The second act ion in th is  phase involves incorporat ing

the MIS into the organizat ion ’ s operations. There are a

num ber of pos sible metho ds to use as descri bed in the

previous chapter. The concern at this point rests with

obtaining a consensus from the managemen t about whic h metho d

to use. Since the personnel ’s degrees of acceptance may

d~ ff er, the only real is t ic  way to appr oach incorporation

seems to let them deci de.
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No matter how well designed and documented the IVJIS is

there will be questions and problems to be addressed when

the system is put into operation . Since management per-

sonnel know their workload they can best advise the MIS

Staff about the most appropriate time for incorporation .

Generally , it is best to choose a time at which the incor-

poration does not hinder the organization’s operation and

the management personnel have more time to familiarize them-

selves with the MIS as it relates to their work . Later

when the workload increases , the managers can feel conf ident

with the MIS and use it prudently .

Problem s that occur in this phase of developm ent are

never fully predictable and for that reason all the actions

that help to incorporat e the MIS can not be fully described

beforehand . Therefore , the MIS Staff has to be ready and

able to respond to-questions and problems that arise. The 
- 

-

staff ’s own managerial arid human skills will be called upon

and their response means a great deal to the MIS’s success.

However , it is pointed out again , that close work with the

management personnel in the earlier stages can eliminate

problems. Hopefully the involvement of management personnel

in the development process will cultivate friendly and open

relations between the personnel and the MIS Staff so that

together the MIS can be incorporated and success for the —

MIS is assured.

Control and Evaluation (Phase 5). The control over

the MIS rests with the MIS Staff . The control involves
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insuring that the MIS operates as it was designed. This

includes making sure that the input data is available and

accurate. The quick detection and correction of problems

by the MIS Staff continues to build and maintain the per-

sonnel ’s confidence in the MIS.

The use of internal measures of effectiveness is one

good way of monitoring the performance of the MIS. The

measures of effect iveness  provi de the MIS Staff with

objective feedback. However , the identif icat ion of good

measures of effectiveness is a difficult task . The criteria

to use in the identification of these measures are enumer-

ated in the previous chapter. During the design phase of

the MIS development these measures can be more readily

ident i f ied than after  the MIS has been incorporated into

the organization ’s operations. The main point of concern

with the measures of effectiveness is the identification

of measures which reflect on the MIS and not on the manage-

ment personnel . For example , the timeliness is a good

measure of effectiveness. It can be measured in minutes ,

hours, or days to indicate how late the MIS is in providing

the required output to the management personnel . Accuracy

- of the MIS can also be measured by comparing the data within

the MIS which is gathered from different sources but are

derived from the same data base.

The evaluation of the MIS can be accomplished by

assigning two or three  individuals  to a team on a part-

time basis. These individuals are not necessarily the
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same management pers onn el who ar e using the M IS output, but

they should be f a m i l i a r  with the ways in which the  MIS

output is used w i th in  th i s  organization . Fami l ia r i ty  with

the MI S procedures and processing methods can help, but it

is not essential , because during the evaluation the personnel

assigned to the team wil l  become thoroughly knowledgeable

about the  M I S .

At the outs et of the evaluation phase the team

i d e n t i f i e s  the port ion s of the MI S whi ch wil l  be evaluated.

Then they proceed to evaluate all the  th ings  involved in

the MIS processing and the interface between the MIS and

the organizat ion . The team ’ s primary task is the  iden-

t i f i c a t i o n  of areas where improvements to the  P15 are

desirable. Where improvements seem appropriate , the

team speci f ies  what the impr ovements are , how they change

the previous operation of the organization , and how the

management personnel are a f f e c t e d .  The recommended

improvements are then written into a report along with

the justification for the improvements. The report is

sent to top management d i rec t ly  wi th copies also going

to the ~TS Staff .

The MI S Staff respon ds to the re port and analyzes

the  cost of implementing the  change s recommen ded in the

report . The MIS Staff also expands on the affects that

the changes will  have on oth er sections of th e M IS not

addressed by the evaluation team . Then , in written repl\

the MIS Staff acknowledges the recommendations and describes
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the actions taken . The MIS Staff ’s response is sent to

top management and to the evaluation team members.

Next , a new team is designated with one member of

the previous team remaining. Another portion of the MIS

is then chosen for evaluation and the evaluation process

starts over again. Since the Deputate ’ s MIS will be

developed in portions or stages , it seems appropriate

that the evaluation team can limit the scope of its
*

work to one of these portions. For example, one team may

evaluate the engineering portion of the MIS while another

may evaluate the portion that reflects the reviews of

the programs.
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V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION S FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Summary

Ob . lect ives.  The primary objec t ive  of this thesis

effor t  is the development of a plan for  the design and

implementation of an MIS for  the Deputate for  Propulsion .

In order to accomplish the object ive , Deputat e personnel

were interviewed and MIS literature was surveyed. From

the l i te ra ture, actions which were commonly regarded as

relevant for MIS development were identified . These actions

were then applied in appropriate manner to the task o±~
developing an MIS fo r  the Deputate.  Resulting from this

application is an MIS developm ent plan which ident i f ies

specif ic actions and agents to accomplish the development

tasks. Since the MIS development e f for t  in the Deputate

at the time of this study is in the init ial  stages , special

attention is given to identifying actions which init ial ly

orient the development work in -the proper direction for a

successful system .

Secondary objectives of this thesis effort are the

review of MIS theory and the gaining of insight into the

work of weapons systems acquisition and development . The

study also provi des some understanding of the types of

work performed in the ASD and related organizations.

Literature Survey . The research of the literature

indicated that there is a great amount of disagreement
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about the (lef’ in i t I on of MT S. However , th ore i.e much

in: i ar i ty between the ci f t ’e i ’e:: L an thors on the gee era I

phases O:’ t .:iges in v o lV e d  iii  t h e  developmen t. Ot ’ a:i MT S.

The 5 fli i I : i T’ i I - i  0 5 f l 1~~ ( ’ 0 ft e n  not . exp i 10 i t i  y CV ] deii t bii t-

becom e appar en t. : it ’  I - e r  r o mp a r i  t r i o  among t he  different

a u t h o r ’ s plan s are made and common (‘1 om en to ox t .i’ :ic~~ed

A signifi e m i t .  amount  cl ’ the s i m i  I an  ty seems t o  s t ern

t’rom the recognition that . the Mf S clevel opmen t must .  be

accompi I shed in ~: pr~:c t i cal manner. The MIS developmen t.

process  h a s  t o  be p 1 anned and approached in : manner

wh i ch se p:ir;i t- es t h e  process in to manage~ h 1 e see t i one ci’

parts . Wh i i  e Lb e M T ~ 1 5 0 1’ ten v I eWe(1 as a to ta 1 1 ~ i n to—

-~:‘a t- ed ~nd c’ omi: p1 I c a t - e d  sy st .en , i i i  e an t;h ci nec ogn I e t i: at

i t. i s n o t -  pose i hi e to dove I op i t i i i  e r ie  e i ’for 1. . In s  toad

the pi’ot’ess which seem s to work 1 s a careful 1 ~v p 1 annod and

r entro  1 1 ~-‘d process wh I c’ll 0 one en t i ’ :: t o o  011 parts  ct’ the MiS.

In this way e:teh ~dd i I. Ofla I par t .  O T ’  5I - e~ bu.i I ds on t h e

expor  I eiiee ‘::i tued t rom t h e  prey I otis par t .  .

The d e v e l o p m e n t. p ans st r e ss  t h e  t’yc I i e n a t u r e  c t ’

the IV~TS d e v el o p m e n t .  The dove I opr i ont ci’ an MIS is n e v e r

Vu 1 1 v c emp 1 e t. ed , bee an so it . I’ I im I ot. rime tn :‘e is ii ever

com p ! ct -ely t a b  I e . In s t ea d  , t h e  MIS st ructure and

purpose are con ti nun ii y reev:tl n a t - e d  and changed as

a p c rop r i  :m to to suppor t  t h e  ehangi rig env i ronmei:t. and the

‘r- ’~m mi I ~,a Li ens wi t.h in 1

v~ S Role . The MIS i’oi e in t h e  Depu I -ate  for Propu i  si on

-
~~ to  b. ! .‘ inI ’~ nia t .i on provi t i e r  to managemen t personnel
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so that they can effectively añd ~f
’fi~cièntIy rnana~ e the

engine programs. This role differs from many other MIS

roles since for the Deputate the MIS is required to pass

information which is common among the engine programs.

This commonality is the prime reason for establishing

a separate organization for the development and acquisition

of propulsion units .  The commonality in the MIS is required

at the beginning of the MIS even though the engine programs

were not initiated with that concept in mind .

To ai d the MIS an d the management personn el in passing

commonality and experience , the MIS is best separated into

sections. These sections are business management , technical

management , and administrative management . While it is

recognized that all sections have to f i t  well into an over-

all , coor dinat ed MIS , the separation allows the information

in each section to be designed in the format most appropr iate

for that type of information .

While the MIS presentation is best for passing common

information among the  program s , the MIS also tailors the

information accor ding t o the indivi dual needs of the manage-

ment personnel . The MIS can present the MIS formats accord-

ing to the amount of detail an d the managers ’ perspective .

For the Deputate the MIS is developed f or Deputy , Directors ,

and heads of EPOs and JEPOs.

Development Plan. The development plan for the Deputate

encompasses five different phases in the development process.

These phases are the Defini t ion of Systems Objectives , the
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Stu dy of the Present Organizational Operation , the Design of

- 

- the MIS , the Implementation of the MIS , and the Control and

Evaluation .

The first phase consists of recogniz ing the nee d

for an MIS , appointing personnel to develop it , and

ident i fying the objectives of the development process. The

ob jectives ar e defin ed in term s of the areas of organiza-

tional operation and timetables for the development .

The second phase involves studying the operation s of

the organization to understand what information is gathered

and what information is needed . Also , the future  user s of

the MIS are surveyed to define the items they need and use

in their decision-making processes.

The th i rd  phase consists of the actual design of the

MIS. Af te r  the MIS output formats  and procedures have been

designed in detail , the MIS developers secure the in put data

needed to sustain the MIS.

In the four th  phase the MIS developers review and

promote the acce ptance of the MIS , and they incorporate

the MIS into the organization. While the acceptance is

addressed in this phase , the developm ent plan identifies

actions which can be taken throughout the development

process to insure the acceptance of the MIS.

The fifth phase produces the fee dback in the develo p-

ment process. Through control actions the developers

mo d i fy  and change the MIS so that it is correctly ori ented

to achieve its objectives. Evaluation of the MIS and its
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relationships with the whole organization and the environment

create fee dback for the whole MIS and its role in the

organization. Personnel besides the MIS developers perform

the evaluation .

Deputate for Propulsion. The history , mission ,

object ives , and management problems of the Deputate provi de

the backgroun d to support specific actions for the develop-

ment of the MIS . From this material it is determined that

the developm ent process is best approache d by divi ding the

work into manageable secti ons , beginning small and developing

from that point. The first sections to be fully developed

concern the Secretary of the Air  Force Program Review ,

the Program Assessment Review, and the Command Assessment

Review plus the management of personnel and cleri cal

resources. Since the formats of the reviews are rigidly

establish ed , the information is already available , and the

personnel are familiar with the reviews , the developmen t

of the MIS in that area can be accomplished quickly and

show the management personnel possible benefi ts  for  MIS

development in other areas. The administrative management

area (personnel and clerical resources) also can be

developed quickly using charts and graphs currently in

use by management personnel.

Once the MIS is established an d working wel l in

these are~~ , the MIS developers can turn to other more

difficult and complicated areas. The application of the

MIS to monitor and maintain the overall schedule of the
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organization is another area which seems most appropriate

for the Deputat e ’ s MIS. Also the MIS developers can

design the MIS to help management personnel apply common-

ality between technical and engineering actions.

Recommendations for Further Research

Theory. The success of MISs depends on the effective-

ness and efficiency of the systems. The effectiveness and

efficiency are evaluated by the personnel who are using

the system s and the developers of the systems. These

subjective evaluations are often clou ded by pre judice that

the personnel bring to the evaluation . To alleviate the

prejudicial responses to the MISs, instruments for measuring

these MISs and their characteristics with more objectivity

are needed. Then , the personnel are less likely to be

deluded by their own feelings and inaccurately assess the

MISs.  Th e accuracy of the measurements is necessary to

indicate wh en changes must be performed on the MISs at an

early stage. In that way the changes are effected before

the MISs reach the stage where they are totally rejected.

Although the Carter and Retzer studies have identified

a number of critical factors for successful Air Force MISs,

there is still a need to continue that type of research .

Because the environment within which the MISs work is

constantly changing, the developm ent of the MISs has to

adjust to the changes. Critical factors which were identi-

fied by the Carter and Retzer studies may not be the same

for future MISs. Also , the stu dy of cr i t ical  factor s can
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be expanded to insure that no critical fac tors are missed .

Deputate for Propulsion. One major area for further

investigation concerns the identif ication of the ma jor

cost drivers for the engine programs . These factors

drive the cost of the eng ines and therefore nee d more

thorough review and monitoring than do the other sections

of the engines.

Couple d with the identification of the ma jor cost

drivers is the development of life cycle cost (LCC) models

to use with the engine programs . The major cost drivers

are the pivotal points in these mo dels , but not just for

research and development and acquisition costs. The

increasing cost associated with operation s and support

of the weapons systems have been very significant. In

fact , the operat ing and support cost s of the engines have

generally accounted for 59% to 72% of the total LCC of

the engines. Therefore the decision s made at the outset

of the engine developmen ts should be ti ed together in

LCC mo dels which in dicate and predict all costs accurately

for management personnel .

The inclusion of the LCC mo dels into the operations

of the Deputate ’s MIS is another area which will require

much work . This work will be important after the major

cost drivers are identified and incorporated into the

LCC model for the engine programs.

Another area for further research involves a study of

the commercial jet engine business to find out which program s
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and methods they have used for their engines. While

the Air Force is usually ahead of commercial engines,

the c ommercial businesses are required to keep close
- 

track of operation and support costs which may benefit

the LCC models and engine programs .
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APPENDIX A

Interview Questionnaire and Interviewees

Interview Questionnaire

I. Objectives of Organization

1. What are your major areas of responsibility?

2. What are the major functions within each particular
area?

3. How does your job relat e to the overall objectives
of the organization and others jobs in the organ-
ization?

Li’ , What events significantly affect your job? Both
good and bad.

5. How do you measure the effectiveness of your job
performance?

6. How closely does you job description match your job?

II. Identification of Information Needs

1. What functions depend on information?

2. From where does the data for the information come?

3. Who/how/where is the data processed?

4. Is the data and information adequate for normal and
special use? (Timely , accurate , relevant , suff icient ,
concise)

5. How is the informati on measure d for  effectiveness?

6. What are the consequences of making decisions without
any information or without adequate information?

7. How is the information used in decision-making?

8. How many pieces of information do you normally
han dle in making decisions?

9. How are exceptions or unusual events handled?

10. Are there any sources of data or information not
now used , but which coul d or shoul d he use d to
enhance the value of the  MI S?
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III. Objectives of MIS

1. What are the current MIS objectives?

2. What should the objectives be?

3. What kind of an MIS is it and what should it be?

4. What kind of an output do you have now?

5. What kind of an output should be produced for your
job and for the organization?

6. What are some specific results for which you would
consi der the MIS successful? - 

-

7. Who/how should the MIS be developed?

8. What do you invision your role in development to be?

9. How much control over the design and operation of
the system should be have?

:~ 85
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Int erviewees

Deputat e for Propulsion

Col. Cheathaxn-Deputy for Propulsion
Mr. Koepnick-Vice Deputy for Propulsion
Col. Biriish-In-Service JEPO
Mr. Deam-Component Improvement Office
Col. Dimski-F1O7 JEPO
Mr. Ellis-New Engine Office
Mr. Etchison-Program Control
Mr. High-Engineering and Testing
Mr. Paris_TF3LI. JEPO
Lt. Col . Powell-Procurement and Manufacturing
Mr. Schuessler-Configuration Management
Capt. Shelnutt-Operations

Other ASD Organizations

Capt . Brewer-ASD MIS Working Group
Mr. Maas-Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory
Mr. McNally-Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Mr. Mitchell-Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Mr. Price-A-1O Syst em s Program Off ice
Mr. Sternberger-Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
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APPENDIX B

Job Descriptions for Personnel in the Deputate f or Propulsi on

DEPUTY FOR PROPULSION

Manages and directs life cycle acquisition activities for
Air Forc e Systems Command airc raft gas turbine engines
including appropriate engine deployment afforts in association
with AFLC and the users.  Accepts total management responsi-
bility for cost , schedule , and performance of all AFSC
turbine engine programs. Establishes and translates propulsion
requirements into integrated hardware . Provides engineering
and procurement support for assigned Air Force engines under
the management of AFLC . Studies and evaluates potential
engine requirements as applicable to exi sting engines ,
upgrading of exi sting engines , arid new new engines. Budgets ,
defen ds , and provides funding for engine modifications to
meet new or potential engine requirements. Manages directed
USA F and joint USA F , Navy , and Army Engine Component
Improvement Programs to assure the proper support of engines.

TF34 JOINT ~~ GINE PROGRA M OFFICE

Manages (plan , organizes , coordinates , controls , and directs)
the collective action s of participating organizations to
accomplish the total l i fe  cycle acquisition proc ess f or the
TF3LI- series engines in support of the A-1O ,S-3A and Compass
Cope Aircraft programs. Ensures that TF34 cost , schedule ,
and performance are compat ible with established requirements
for the A-b , S—3A , and Compass Cope programs. Ensures that
necessary functional support is provi ded to opt imize
developm ent , integration , and use of engine components and
parts developed under the component improvement program
(CIP). Accomplishes TF34 configuration management.

PRODUCT ThIPROVEM EN T OFFICE

Formulates and recommends management policy and guidance to
component improvement programs (CIP) and engine model
derivative programs (EMDP) for all Air Force aircraft gas
turbine engines. Budgets , defends , and administers the
overall Air Force funds for these programs. Conducts
independent studies of individual CIPs and EMDPs and develops
recommendations for implementation . Serves as AFSC office
of primary responsibility (OPR) for interface with other
Government agencies and industry in the areas of CIP/E1V~DP ,
technical requirements and general management policies
and procedures for aircraft gas turbine engines. Provides
deputate interface with industry for IR&D . Conducts Tn-
Service reviews , Engine Advisory Group meetings and other
committee meetings to accomplish these objectives.
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NEW ENGINE OFFICE

Manages (plans, organizes , coor dinates , controls , and directs)
the collective actions of participating organizations in
planning and executing the acquisition of new or derivative
engines and new applications of existing engines through
conceptual and validation phases. Coordinates with the
governm ent laboratories , planning agencies , and industry to
assure cost-effective utilization of the latest technology
for engines. Coordinates the validation of engine data for
aircraft and system studies , assesses contractor submittal s ,
and establishes propulsion system requirements. Maintains
cognizance of commercial and foreign engine developments.
Provi des initial engine support to aircraft SPO cadres.
Serves as Deputy ’s point of contact for all new engine
developm ental activity being conducted by other governmental
agencies and industry .

OPERATIONS OFFICE

Provides executive services and administrative support to
all elements of the deputate in functions relating to:
administration; personnel , training , an d career developm ent ;
manpower and organi z ation ; security ; correspondence ,
publications , form s and report s management ; and facility ,
property and supply control. Provides the secretariat for
review boards. Monitors and coor dinates Memoran da of
Agreement with other agencies. Performs management analyses
and initiates organizational development and. other corrective
actions to assure that management objectives are met and to
accommodate changes in the status of assigned programs/projects.
Manages the development and implementation of policies ,
proce dureal techniques and training to maintain uniform
configuration/data management , throughout the Deputate.
Reviews program documentation , correspon dence , and overall
program operation to ensure that areas such as configuration ,
data , standardization ,reliability , maintainability , safety ,
value engineering and environmental factors are properly
addressed . Coordinates and directs information and operating
policy for these specialities. Develops a corporate memory
of lessons learn ed fo r  l i fe  cycle engine management and
plans data bank and computer uti l ization to effect  optimum
communication . Performs/manages technical and trade-off
studies and special projects  as directed.

IN-SERVICE JOINT ENGINE PROGRAM OFFICE

Manages (plans , organizes , coor dinates , controls , and directs)
the collective actions of participating organizations in
planning and executing the total life cycle acquisition
process for assigned “in—service ” engine systems ,subsystem s ,
equipment and services. Ensures that cost , schedule , and
performance of assigned engine programs meet aircraft system
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requirements. Ensures that all aspects of assigned
Component Improvem ent Programs are properly planned ,
implemented and managed. Conducts configuration and
data management and manages assigned project programming,
evaluations , and reporting . Coor dinates functional
support to ensure achievement of system objectives.
Ensures that assigned engine programs satisfy the require-
ments of the weapon system .

F1O7 JOINT ENGINE PROGRAM OFFICE

Manages (plans, organizes , coor dinates , controls , and
directs) the F1O7 Engine Program as an integrated service
project under an agreement with the Joint Service Cruise
Missle Program Office (Naval Air Systems C ommand , Washington ,
DC). Provides for the consolidated development , test and
evaluation , acquisition and logistic support of the F1O7
turbofan engine as applied to the USAF Air  Launched Cruise
Missle (ALCM ), USAF Ground Launched Cruise Missle (GLCM),
and the Tmahawk Cruise Missle Program s and any associat ed
variants. Assures maximum program responsiveness to
the cost , schedule , ~nd performance needs and requirements
of each missle program while achieving maximum engine
subsystem/component commonality , maximum utilization of
joint test and evaluation , and maximum advantages of
common procurement .

DIRECT ORATE OF PROGRA M CONTROL

Accomplishes the planning , scheduling , analyzing, fore-
casting , estimating and budgeting for the system program
office. Provides staff assistance to the Deputy in
managem ent of resources associated wi th the approved
programs. Performs engine integration and interface
with other system program offices. Develops life cycle
cost methodologies and strategies implementing same.
Chairs the Joint Air Force/Industry Engine Life Cycle
Cost Working Group. Prepares , presents , and defends
budget estimates and financial plans. Works with Deputy
elements , contractors , and other Air Force and Government
agencies in developing system cost estimates. Maintains
program schedules , and prepares the schedule sections
of system documentation . Assures compatibility between
all programming documents and directives in response
to current program requirements. Initiates and coordinates
cost change proposals and other changes required to
support the approved program . Maintains program cost
change histories which include contractor performance
in terms of actual cost incurred versus prior estimates;
pr jec ted  cost to completion of current authorized work ;
projected cost of ant icipated but unauthorized work ;
and current adjusted target cost/price and adjusted
ceiling price. Continually reviews and monitors the
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Cost Schedule Control System with emphasis on the
financial reports generated with this system . Allocates
financial resources and issues Program Authorization
(PAs) for funds control within Deputy jurisdiction to
all functional agencies participating in the programs.
Maintains current status and records of program funding ,
initiations , commitments, obligations, and expenditures.
Develops and implements management information system
(MIS) to provide management visibility to Propulsion
SPO System Program Director (SPD) and to other concerned
SPOs. Prepares system presentations, program status
reports and other required periodic programs, reports
and documents. Serves as prime focal point within the
Program Office on all IG, GAO , audit and congressional
matters.
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